
For reference the evaluation survey asks about the following: 
Motivations for joining/participating in the CoP
How well the CoP met those motivations
How well participants were able to gain insights into the set of learning objectives generated for each Learning Session
(overall)*
Satisfaction with: format, content, pace opportunity to collaborate, 
If participants will be able to use or connect with someone or something they learned about
Future topics, formats, general ideas

saburan

I did attend a few
learning sessions. I
benefited from the
conversations in relation
to broadening my
perspective on state and
national food systems.

Carrie Elsen

I made it to maybe half
of the meetings. 

Giselle Bruskewitz

Facilitator tools were
really helpful! Loved the
technology - mentimeter,
google drive, mural
board, canva, qualtrecs,
etc.  

Giselle Bruskewitz

I attended only a few
calls/meeting 

ilfarm2school

Guest speakers were
great 

the evaluation session
was especially
memorable/ helpful 

Giselle Bruskewitz

Connection over farm to
school in this meeting is
amazing! Love the
networking opportunity 

Giselle Bruskewitz

It was helpful to us to not
feel so isolated in the
work and to know that
other groups across the
nation were grappling
with similar issues. 

FARRMS

I appreciated that
workshops were
recorded and resources
made available so we
can still benefit if we
weren’t able to attend
live and we can bring
resources back to our
group.

FARRMS

Our group would benefit
from resources on
organizational
development. 

FARRMS

Keep the discussions
going. I feel we should
focus on: 
Policy change
Evidence of what is
working. 

Carrie Elsen

from Diane: Our
schedules were
absolutely crazy and we
weren't able to connect
as much as we wanted. I
do believe cross-state
connections are very
valuable and perhaps an
ongoing Google group to
keep it going would be
helpful..

Lindsey Scalera

2. What is one thing you
definitely keep, change, or
do in the next round?

1. Any thoughts you have about the
CoP overall?
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